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Kidnapped by merciless marauders who threaten her father's   planetary kingdom, princess Kiara is rescued by a masked stranger known   as Nemesis, a renegade assassin and warrior-soldier who has sworn to   protect the innocent. Original.

Best-selling author Sherrilyn Kenyon (The Dark-Hunter novels) restores  three out-of-print titles in the series the League Novels, creating a  more pronounced interconnected universe between the books. The first in  the trilogy offers new readers an introduction to her Ichidian Universe,  while restoring parts from the original manuscript and other rewritten  material for the more familiar fan. Princess Kiara Zamir in repulsed by  those who perpetuate violence like the brutal attacks on her family.  Nykyrian Quiakides, a hybrid human and Andarion (a predatory alien  race), is a former assassin for The League, who now leads a group of  vigilantes known as The Sentella. Ironically, Nykyrian's team finds  themselves serving as protectors of Kiara against kidnappers and  assassins, giving Kiara and Nykyrian, two broken individuals, a chance  at romance-if they can survive. The story is fast-paced, with graphic  violence and sex in almost equal amounts. Kenyon thrives when developing  the relationship between the two protagonists, putting the focus on  relationships rather than world-building, which may disappoint some  readers.
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6LoWPAN: The Wireless Embedded InternetJohn Wiley & Sons, 2010

	"It is stunningly thorough and takes readers meticulously through the design, con?guration and operation of IPv6-based, low-power, potentially mobile radio-based networking." Vint Cerf, Vice President and Chief Internet Evangelist, Google


	This book provides a complete overview of IPv6 over Low Power Wireless...
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Windows Server 2008 R2 UnleashedSams Publishing, 2010

	Windows Server 2008 R2 Unleashed is the most comprehensive and realistic guide to planning, design, prototyping, implementation, migration, administration, and support. Based on the authors’ unsurpassed experience working with Windows Server 2008 R2 since its earliest alpha releases, it offers indispensable...
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358: Metabolomics: Methods and Protocols (Methods in Molecular Biology)Humana Press, 2006

	Metabolomics: Methods and Protocols examines the state-of-the-art in metabolomic analysis. Leading researchers in the field present protocols for the application of complementary analytical methods, such as gas chromatography-mass spectrometry (GC-MS). Metabolomics: Methods and Protocols contains forward-looking protocols,...
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Physiology of CottonSpringer, 2009
Cotton production today is not to be undertaken frivolously if one expects to profit by its production. If cotton production is to be sustainable and produced profitably, it is essential to be knowledgeable about the growth and development of the cotton plant and in the adaptation of cultivars to the region as well as the technology available....
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Kundalini YogaDivine Life Society, 2005
Kundalini is the coiled up,dormant,cosmic power that underlies all organic and inorganic matter within us and any thesis that deals with it can avoid becoming too abstract,only with great difficulty.But within the pages of the book,the theory that undelies this cosmic power has been analysed to it's thinnest filaments,and practical methods have...
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Sams Teach Yourself XML in 21 DaysSams Publishing, 1999
Sams Teach Yourself XML is an easy-to-use tutorial that breaks down the task of learning XML into 21 focused lessons. Readers learn through clear explanations of concepts, structured step-by-step tasks, and abundant code samples. This book covers all aspects of using XML to publish a wide range of content on the Web.

XML started as an...
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